Evidence-Based Guidelines to Get Your Claims (and Spend) Under Control

Acrometis is a leader in powerful workflow automation tools and MCG Health’s Official Disability Guidelines (ODG) are the most comprehensive treatment and return-to-work guidelines available. We take their expert capabilities beyond the database level and integrate them into our solutions. Clients understand how their claims are progressing against benchmarks in real time and can take the necessary actions to keep them on track.

The best tool to drive down claim costs and improve outcomes....

- The integration applies the guidelines to active claims for continuous monitoring
- At any point, adjusters know where their claim track fits in relation to ODG’s best practice recommendations
- If a claim needs specialized resources or intervention, adjusters can access the information they need to make those decisions and apply them on the same platform they are using to manage claims

What can you gain from the Acrometis and ODG integration?

- Shorten treatment delays and reduce disability duration
- Reserve setting feature for more accurate reserves
- Real time claims monitoring allows for early detection of potentially problematic claims
- Algorithms identify comorbidities and auto-adjust the guideline recommendations

Don’t get left behind. Equip adjusters with a cohesive platform and keep up with changing business environments while enhancing your claims operations.

Learn more about the Acrometis and ODG integration

Interested in improving your workers’ comp operations? Visit www.acrometis.com or email info@acrometis.com for more information.